Basecamp

KEEP KIDS FOUND Children account for 13 percent of lost hikers.

Dress kids in bright colors to keep tabs on them, tell a child to stay
put (hug a tree) if they feel lost, give them a whistle necklace, and
teach them to make an emergency poncho from a trash bag.

Survival: Chart of Death

Lost

If a hiker is reported missing, there’s a 68 percent chance he’s lost. Learn
how to stay oriented and on-track, and get out alive.

TERRAIN TIPS

AVOID GETTING LOST

Start
Study your route. Note the sequence of expected
features, identify meeting points, clarify your
itinerary, have a plan to regroup, and establish an
emergency contact who’s not on the trip.

FIND YOUR WAY OUT

Not all streams lead to
civilization, so don’t follow
one blindly. Also, don’t
cross rivers, which often
serve as search-area
boundaries.

FIND YOURSELF
Do a systematic
search to find something familiar.
1. Use a GPS to mark
your location, or identify a large marker
(like an unusual tree)
or build one (a waisthigh log tripod).

Stay together. Use the buddy system,
assign a leader and a “sweep,” and count
heads hourly (more often in tricky terrain).

Lost hikers often overlook obvious signs of human
activity like social trails or landmarks. Stay alert to
subtle sound changes (you may be approaching a
road). Hear a helicopter? Move into an open area
where searchers will be able to see you.

Take two GPS waypoints (to ensure
accuracy) at a landmark you’ll navigate
back to, like the
trailhead.
Avoid unnecessary risks like

traveling at night or through
steep terrain. If it’s getting
dark, hunker down and start
moving again at first light.

Solid cell reception? Call for help.
Spotty coverage? Text your emergency contact (you can’t text 911) with information
on visible landmarks, then power off your
phone. (Texts require less coverage than a
call.) Send a new text every six to 12 hours.
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Lost hikers often misread
maps. Positively identify
three to five features
(streams, peaks, passes,
ridges, etc.) to confirm
your location.

3. Find something
familiar? Backtrack
to your planned route.

Errors at decision points are common.
Scrutinize your route at every turn, and
don’t step over trail guides (arranged
rocks and tree branches).

Thick forests, bogs, and flats can be
disorienting. Use a compass or a
GPS both on- and off-trail, and pay
attention to micro features such as
odd-looking trees or viewpoints.

Check your heading often (even
if you’re on-trail), and trust your
tools. Off-trail, especially in forested
terrain, it’s easy to start walking in
circles without a navigational aid.

2. Follow a compass
bearing or walk in a
straight line toward a
visible landmark for
200 steps, looking for
familiar features.

Manmade objects like buildings are often targets of firstwave rescue efforts. If you’re
lost and happen upon one,
stay put.

Once you realize you’re lost, STOP (Stop, Think,
Observe, and Plan). Can you backtrack? Turn
around. Completely disoriented? Stay put.

Hypothermia and dehydration are
the most common causes of death
amongst lost people. Protect yourself from the elements, find water,
and conserve energy.

4. Don’t see anything
you recognize? Return
to your start point
and repeat another
search with a bearing
45 degrees off the
first; continue in a
circle until you return
to your inital search.
STILL LOST?
Wait for rescue if
you’re not in immediate danger and
you have reason to
believe help is on
the way.
»If you must keep
moving without
knowing your location, leave obvious
clues behind: hang
strips of clothing,
build log tripods, create arrows, etc.
»Signal for help if
rescuers are searching. See our favorite
products and techniques at backpacker
.com/signals.

When scouting around camp, turn
around often to note your return-trip view.
Always carry essentials like a headlamp, an
extra layer, and a whistle on your person.

HOW LONG UNTIL
25% OF LOST HIKERS ARE
FOUND IN 1.4 HOURS OR LESS
I’M FOUND?

50% ARE FOUND
IN 4 HOURS OR LESS

*Time between missing-persons report and successfully being located.

75% ARE FOUND
IN 11 HOURS OR LESS

94.1% ARE FOUND
IN 24 HOURS OR LESS

99.6% ARE FOUND
IN 72 HOURS OR LESS
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